
Free tickets in the organization of Thermal Hotel Balance 

 

Choose one of the desired places and we ensure to get the best tickets of the neighborhood! 

1. A drop of Slovenia 

If you are in Lenti, do not miss Slovenia either! Comfortable one-day trip even travelling with 

bycicles too!  

Vinarium: The tower Vinarium Lendava is with its 53,5 m offering a wonderful 360° view on a 

colorful landscape, from Lendavske gorice, where the tower proudly stands, to as far as the 

basin of river Mura, which includes a great view on lowlands and hills of Slovenia, Hungary, 

Croatia and Austria. 

Tropical Garden and Ocean Orchids: Orchids in Dobrovnik are the biggest grower in Middle 

Europe. Take a look at the process of the production and visit the tropical gaden!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tipp: Relax at a Lake Bakonak, visit the Energy Park, we offer the adventure park for 

families! It is worth visit the castle in Lendava with permanent and temporary exhibitions! On 

weekends, visit the Cuk Wine House for a delicious wine! 

  

OR 



2. Adventures in Őrség 

 

One of the most beautiful parts of Hungary is only 20 km away from Lenti! If you are already 

staying with us, it is worth spending a day in this wonderful countryside! Body-spiritual 

refreshment and natural harmony everywhere! 

Csótár Rezső Pottery: Those who would like to experience and try how to wheel, this 

programm would make an unforgetful experience! Make your own mug, plate and get to know 

the life hacks from Rezső Csótár! 

Pottery house in Magyarszombatfa: The pottery house built in 1790 now functioning as a 

museum shows the works of the local potters.  

Pityerszer Népi Műemlékegyüttes: Three locally-preserved portraits and buildings featuring 

the former guards on the hilltop showcases the traditional lifestyle and cultural heritage of their 

former inhabitants. 

Batha Porta: If you already have the insight into the folk architecture of Őrség, you have also 

met the most important profession, then there is only one thing ahead of you: get to know the 

traditional flavors of Batha Porta! At Batha Porta, you can buy pumpkin seed oil, pálinka made 

in Őrség and  taste and buy delicious local products! 

  

 

 

  

  

 

 

Tipp: Do not miss „lights of church” at Velemér  which is famous all over in Europe! Take 

part in the  programmes of Őrség National Park, ask our Programm organizer: visiting wild 

horses and buffaloes, archery, pretzel baking and fantastic trips are waiting for you all 

summer!  

OR 



3. Bucket list in Kerka- valley 

 

The Kerka Valley crosses Lenti, it is one of the most diverse areas of Zala region with forests 

and pastures and various animal life! Whether it's bycicle or a car, the region is easy to get 

around! Immerse yourself in the diversity of the Zala villages! 

Forest railway: Did you know that one of the longest forest railway in Hungary with its 109 km 

section is only 200 m away from the hotel? Get into the beautiful forests of Zala where if you 

are lucky enough you can meet with deers and boars! 

Légó cellar: With a 1 km section of the László Air Defense System, it is a unique sight in 

Transdanubia! A tour guide is a blast from the past!  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Tipp: Rent a bike from us and take it with you to the forest railway, than the buffalo reserve 

in Szécsiget and water mill are available only within a light bycicle tour from Csömödér! Páka 

bunkers referred to as the „hungarian maginot lines” is a must see attraction for the lovers of 

history! After visiting Légó Cellar it is worth visiting Kantin gastro pub and have a delicious 

lunch!  

 

OR 

  



4. Lavendel love 

Our most romantic and most uniwue gift contains less tickets but more surprise!  

Pick you own lavendel!: Visit Márokföl and collect a bunch of lavendel! A little tuscan 

athmosphere in the gate of Őrség! The spicy, pleasant scent of lavender creates harmony 

thanks to its relaxation effect!  

Welcome drink made of lavendel: What can be more relaxing than the mix of lavendel and 

alcohol? Try our unique welcome drink to start your holiday well! Non-alcoholic version is also 

available for children! 

Lavendel pasrty: Have you tried it before? Home-made pastry straight from the kitchen of 

L16! Light and delicious bites which you can take for the ride!  

Gift: This part of the package let remain surprise! You won’t be dissapointment we can 

promise! 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tipp: If you visit Márokföld, do nit miss the sights of this little village: relaxe in the Energy Park, 

visit the yurts and cemetery, we suggest the adventure park built in forest for families! 


